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I'm Margaret Soraya, a photographer based in
Scotland, who works in nature's quiet places,
capturing beautiful landscapes that touch the soul.  
 
I've used Instagram to connect with thousands of
others who value solitude and nature and would
love to share five ways you can connect
authentically too. 

HELLO



We all have something special to share with
the world, but sometimes need a helping
hand in how to do that. These five tips are
the ones that I've found most useful in
connecting with like-minded people on
Instagram. 
 
Instagram also can be useful in helping you
find your voice and your path, as you
connect with  your audience and refine your
message. I hope this gives you a little
inspiration for your own instagram account!

I N TRO



PROFILE
Your profile should tell us quickly what you
do in a few words or one sentence. Share
who you are, what you do and where we can
find you (emojis can help). 
 
Put your website URL in the website section 
of your profile, so people can contact you. 
You could also link to specific promotions
within your posts, point people to your
biography link, as you can't link within posts. 
 
Your profile picture needs to be of you (not
your logo).
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BRAND
Stay on brand, with your feed tight and
interesting. You get about two seconds for
someone to decide whether or not to follow
your feed and being clear will help a visitor
make the best decision. 
 
Your photos don't have to be perfect, but
they do have to be good.  Don't mix beautiful
landscapes with photos of your dinner or dog
- keep those for Instagram Stories. 
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YOUR POSTS
Post regularly. Consistency is key and helps
to build trust. There is no given number you
should post, just be regular with it. 
 
The more effort you put in, the more you
will grow. But don’t forget to post for weeks
and then catch up with 10 posts one after the
other. You are bombarding someone's feed
and will lead to people unfollowing you.
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Add your location for visibility. Use great
photos, write good interesting content and
use relevant hashtags. Try not to overthink
what to write. Just write from the heart
and don’t worry about the number of likes
and comments. If you want to create a
following and post daily or close to it,  it is a
good idea to get organised.
 
Consider what you are about and how many
categories you could write on. If it's just one
main theme, then that’s fine! I
have several themes I write about, but
sometimes it's simply something I have been
talking to someone about that day. Posts
don't have to be day specific and it's handy to
have a few pre-written posts you can
schedule. 



About me
Tutorials
Outdoors
Personal insight
Inspiration/encouragement/motivation
Mindfulness
Showcase product/service

Here are some categories that I use, so you
can see what I mean:
 



HASHTAGS & TAGS
Hashtags are interest and topic signposts for
people to find you. Collate sets of hashtags
you can use for different styles of posts and
save them so you can add them to posts
easily. Scheduler app Later allows you to save
hashtags in sets.
 
Tag accounts in your photos that you may be
interested in sharing or reading. Look for
medium-size accounts or ones that exist
purely to share others' images, such as
@visitscotland. 
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COMMENTS
Try and respond to comments if people have
taken the time to write one. And don’t forget
to comment on other people's posts.
 
It can make someone's day to get a positive
comment and they will often check your
profile and follow you. Only do it genuinely
though and make it more than three words if
you can.
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STORIES
Stories are all about building a relationship
with your audience, trust and boosting
engagement. They're quick, real insights into
your life that last for 24 hours. 
 
You can use video, music, images, overlays,
stickers/gifs and draw on them - to tell
stories from your life. 
 
You can use hashtags and locations, just like
the grid and Stories are a great way to share
other people's accounts. At the bottom of
your story, people can react or send you a
comment. You can save these stories in
highlights if you like. The round circles
below your profile. 
 

BONUS


